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PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR 
LOCAL AGENCIES 





Elkhart County, IN 
15 miles of fiber optic along CR17 
14  county signals on fiber network 
4  INDOT signals on fiber network 
1  microwave link 
4  signals on broadband radio 
7 signals with no data connection 
1 Centracs system 
10 FLIR thermal sensors 
3 full time linux bluetooth stations 
5 PTZ cameras 
 
Performance Measures 
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Performance Measures 
Even Useful on a Small System 
WHAT ARE PERFORMANCE 
MEASURES? 
Traffic Signal Performance Measures: 
 
Record every event at a 
signal and use this data to 
analyze operations 
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Traffic Signal Performance Measures: 
 
Record every event at a 
signal and use this data to 
analyze operations 
Phase on and off 
Detector on and off 
Cycle start and end 
Etc…. 
Performance Measure Evolution 
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Current PM Systems: 
Replace second 
cabinet/hardwired logging 
system  With a smart controller 
Current PM Systems: 
Controller records 
every event to the 
nearest 1/10th of 
a second, creates 
a database 
Event Codes 



















































Green Begins on 
Phase 6 Phase 6 at 7:51.0 
Current PM Systems: 
Controller records 
every event to the 
nearest 1/10th of 
a second, creates 
a database 























Data uploaded via 
FTP to central 
server 
Server makes 
available to central 
system 
Controller  
Hi-Res Log File 
Ingest to 
Database 
Current PM Systems: 























Current PM Systems: 
logtrans 
Download files from 
controller via FTP 
Convert to readable 
form 
Reformat and analyze 
with user created tools 
Central System 
Manual System 
What do you need to run 
performance measures? 
? 
Mission Control won’t 
fit in our office 




What do you need to run 
performance measures? Procurement 
Specification 
Reports Generated Within Central System 
Data Logged—No need for full-time monitoring 
Analyze data when you have time 
Local Agencies don’t have a ‘Panda’ budget 

























































Timing Flow Chart 







• Data Collected is Expensive and Sparse 
– 6 AM to 6 PM one work day 
 every three years 
• Analysis of Implemented Changes can be  
Subjective 
– ‘Watch’ traffic for 20 minutes 
– Phone calls from public 
COORDINATION DIAGRAM 




































time of day 















































Using Performance Measures in Real 
System—Checking Progression 
















Adjust PM Offset 
More Arrivals On 
Green Now 
Dots Only Lines 
SPLIT FAILURES 
CR4 Split Failures 
7 
CR4 Split Failures 
1/7/14 
 
CR4 Split Failures 
3/4/14 
 
Extended Min. Green Time 
Beck Split Failures 
1/23/14 
 




and 8 by 3 secs  
Beck V/C Ratio 
1/23/14 
 
Beck V/C Ratio 
Extended 4 


















Cycle Length Free Op. No. 1 
2011-11-27 
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Cycle Length No. 1 
2011-12-9 
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Flow= 900  
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Banding at Min and 
Max Time, number of 
cycles with force-off 
Green Time 
VOLUME TO CAPACITY 
V/C Each phase has 
a saturation 










PERCENT PED CALLS 
Ped 
Number of 







Performance Measures Allow Local 
Agencies to Effectively Manage Signal 
Systems without Large Staffs 
Pandas LPA Signal Systems 
24/7 monitoring 
Video wall 
Gift shops 
Desktop computer 
Part-time Engineer 
